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Postcard & Tag

What’s a UX Review?
●

●

●

A User Experience Review is an assessment of the usability of a website or software
application by a User eXperience (UX) Architect.
The user interface is evaluated against established usability principles, scientific
research, best-in-class practices, and current trends for creating intuitive, rewarding
websites and applications that resonate with the way people think.
UX principles are derived from over a century of research documenting the workings of
human sensation, perception, and cognition.
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Postcard & Tag

Good vs Bad User Experience
●

●

Good UX is something that lays undetected and unnoticed. It provides users a feeling of
simplicity and elegance. It exists behind the scenes, in the small details, but it is essential for
your company and the people who use your products.
Poor UX also lays undetected and unnoticed. However, it results in clutter, frustration, and
feelings of distaste. People will say “this product is confusing”, or “something just isn’t
right” or “I am lost”. A poor experience and usability may not immediately drive
customers away, but it will eventually.
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Postcard & Tag

Savvy Experience Review - Overview
A Savvy Experience Review of the Postcard & Tag iOS app was conducted to uncover major
and minor UX and Usability issues and opportunities for improvement. Particular focus was
given to:
Adding content to the app
Searching for content
Sharing the content with others
Increasing user engagement with the app and service
Overall design and look and feel of the app
Visual elements and interactivity.
General web usability standards, including, but not limited to:

●
●
●
●
●
●
●
➔
➔
➔

➔
➔

Information grouping
Visibility of system status
Match between the system and
the real world
User control and freedom
Consistency and standards

➔
➔
➔
➔
➔

Error prevention
Recognition rather than recall
Flexibility and efficiency of use
Aesthetic and minimalist design
Help and documentation
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Postcard & Tag

Savvy Experience Review - Usability Rating Scale
The following usability rating scale was used in this report:
Cosmetic problem: does not need to be fixed unless extra time is available on project
Minor UX problem: fixing this should be given low priority
Major UX problem: important to fix, so should be given high priority
UX catastrophe: imperative to fix this before product can be released

http://www.nngroup.com/articles/how-to-rate-the-severity-of-usability-problems/
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Postcard & Tag

Format of the Report

A

Issues will be described in text, with screenshots of the interface shown to visually
identify those issues. A blue letter callout on the screenshot corresponds to the text
issue.

Solutions are hinted at throughout the document. However, direct guidance can be found in
these blue boxes.

High level conceptual wires are included throughout the report.
These wireframes clean up the screens and focus the user's
attention more effectively (using some of the many
recommendations). Obviously this was a UX review, but
hopefully the wires add value by visualizing things. Should your
project require more guidance via wireframes, feel free to reach
out to us.
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Postcard & Tag

Your Questionnaire Answers
The answers to the Savvy Experience Review questionnaire were used to help focus our
efforts on your business and your users. To recap some of the key answers, you indicated:
●

●

Primary function of product is for travellers to discover places, plan adventures and
share memories
Postcard and Tag would like to improve the UX of the following:
- User sign up experience
- User retention
- Create a buzz and get users to share the App
- Get users to Add postcards and Tag them

●
●
●

Number one goal is to increase engagement
Secondary goal is to improve the search experience
Target users are frequent travellers 18-35 years old, avid digital consumers
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Postcard & Tag
Major Findings

The three digital touchpoints (web, iOS, and Android) are all beautifully designed
People are drawn to beautiful things and rate digital products within seconds based solely on looks. Starting
off with a professional design that is current, in trend and appealing to your demographic gives your
products a leg up on your competition.

Search requires too many clicks and should be simplified
This app uses search as the primary means of content discovery, therefore, search should require the least
amount of effort and be as easy to use as possible.

The performance of the app should be improved
There are multiple areas within the app where actions required too long of a wait time. If the goal is for the
app to be a constant travel companion, then it needs to keep up with users and be as quick as possible in
completing actions.
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Search

A

Search

Simplify search process, pt. 1

A.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

The current search process
requires 5 clicks and multiple
screens:
User clicks on search icon
User chooses a search category
User enters in a search term
User selects a search result that
matches their term
User views search results and
selects a card to view
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Search
A

Simplify search process, pt. 2

A.

Simplify the search experience by
eliminating the category screen
and allow users to search via an
omni search input, and then
allows users to sort results by
category. The search results
should appear as soon as the user
types a term that has results. The
current flow does not allow the
user to change the category once
the search has been completed the user has to start their search
again once they have changed the
category. By allowing users to
search once and then view results
by different categories without
redoing the search, the entire
process is simplified and users are
more likely to explore the
categories.
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Search

A

Simplify search process, pt. 3

An additional means to further simplify
the search process would be to add a
search bar prominently on the home
screen. There are two ways the results
could work from here:
A.
B.

B

https://uxplanet.org/mobile-ux-design-user-friendly-search-51e5f78f5a1e#.e9syrr6ek

Add a search button and route the
entered query to the results page.
Have a drop panel display as the
user is typing, allowing the entire
search process to take place from
the Home screen. If search is the
primary navigation mechanism
then having it front and center
allows users to jump in and start
using the app right away with no
additional clicks.
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Mobile Search: Examples
Both Hulu and Google News have a
similar search experience that involves
combining categories and search results
into one screen. Users can quickly scroll
the screen to see all results within all
matching categories.
The Apple Store app has a prominent
search box on the home screen.

Hulu search experience

Google News search experience

Apple Store search experience
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Navigation

A

Navigation Icons

Add text labels for clarity

A.

The navigation icons have no text
labels, forcing users to rely on
discovery and memory to know
what the icons stand for.

A.

Add short text labels to each icon
button to eliminate any confusion
as to what icon goes where and to
reduce the user’s need to
memorize the buttons.

A

Examples of apps with text labels in the navigation:

Apple Store navigation

Good Email app navigation

http://uxmyths.com/post/715009009/myth-icons-enhance-usability
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Increasing user engagement

Home

Great features hidden, Pt. 1

A

A.

From the Home screen, if the user
clicks the second tab, Travel
Hashtags, and then scrolls to the
What’s Good in your Hood image,
and then clicks that image, they
get routed to a tagged gallery
with an intro card that gives users
a chance to win $100. This
promotion/reward is hidden two
clicks and a scroll away from
users.
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Home

Great features hidden, Pt. 2

A.

A

Don’t hide features and promotions
behind tabs and clicks, bring them to
the front to make sure that users see
them. On the Home primary screen,
instead of Latest Postcards as the
label, change this to What’s New so
that new promotions can be added
here as well as the latest cards.
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Locals
A

Disjointed experience; missed
opportunity, pt. 1

A.

If a user wants to become a local
guide, clicking the Locals Wanted
ad on the Home screen routes the
user to the P+T website Contact
Us page. There is no further
context on the page as to what
the user is supposed to input to
indicate interest, nor is there any
information as to what exactly a
local guide is. Filling out the form
moves the user outside of the app.
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Locals

Disjointed experience; missed
opportunity, pt. 2

A

As indicated by the client survey, a primary
goal is to increase overall user engagement.
In a market filled with Pinterest and Flickr
and Facebook, users already have multiple
avenues for sharing content with friends.
Apps need to have something truly unique
and useful to get users to use them
habitually. The ability to be a local guide for
a city, to share your favorite spots and
provide insight, is a great way to get people
to actively share content in P+T. Therefore,
making the experience of becoming a “local”
needs to be easy as possible.
A.

Have the Locals Wanted ad route to a
form within the app that clearly
describes what a local is, what they
will be doing, and then allows them to
sign up directly. If possible, allow users
to be approved automatically so that
they can begin to add content as a
local immediately.
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Locals

Disjointed experience; missed
opportunity, pt. 3

B.

B

http://www.uxmatters.com/mt/archives/2013/01/the-power-of-faces-in-user-experience.php

Another way to add a human touch to
the app and to further promote the
Local guides is to have relevant guides
display as the top search results for
cities that users search for. This has
two main effects: the human face is a
natural attractant to people, as our
attention tends to pull towards human
faces-this gets users instantly more
interested in their search results; the
presence of a custom guide created a
by a real person for the location the
user is searching for provides relevant
content that isn't just based off of a
search algorithm, it is a real person
providing useful content. Both of
these can help increase user
engagement with the service.
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Map

Lack of context and usefulness;
missed opportunity, pt. 1

A.
B.

C.

The map area is very small and
cannot be enlarged.
The app offers no way for users to
get real-time directions to a
postcard location based off of
their current location.
The map extends the width of the
screen which can lead to users
getting stuck panning the map
when they were trying to scroll
the page.

A-B

C
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Map

Lack of context and usefulness;
missed opportunity, pt. 2

Key to increasing engagement is to have
features in the app that are truly useful to
users. For a travel app, the ability to see a
location on a map that is big enough to
provide full context as well as the ability to
have the map know where you are and to
provide guidance on getting to the selected
location are features that would make this app
a true travel companion.

A
B
C

A.

B.

C.

Increase the map area size and provide a
means for users to enlarge the map
further.
Provide the ability to pinpoint the user's
current location and then provide
directions to the postcard location.
Add whitespace to each side of the map
to provide users with an area of the page
they can grab if they get stuck panning
in the map and are trying to scroll the
page.

https://www.interaction-design.org/literature/article/getting-lost-and-found-maps-and-the-mobile-user-experience
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Postcards by category

A

Near me
A.

Categorized results have no
option to show users only
postcards near them.

As a user is browsing a category of postcards,
they may notice that the postcards span the
globe and want to see only postcards that are
near them. There is no option to filter by
location.

A
A.

Provide a Near Me option on all
categorized screens that filters the
results by postcards within a radius of
the user's location. Also, an option can
be added to the Filters panel that allows
users to filter by city or country.
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B

A

Share Postcards
Extra steps
A.
B.

A.

B.

A
A

Only Facebook has an icon to
share that is visible on a postcard.
The icon used to activate the
additional share options is not a
standard share icon.

Add icons for sharing directly with
Twitter and Pinterest-that would
allow the three most popular sites
for sharing to be covered without
the user having to deal with an
additional screen to share on those
networks.
Use a more standard share icon to
increase the users recognition of
the action.

B
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Best practices: Increasing user engagement
Scoring/gamification
Providing users with the ability to earn badges
or other “rewards” helps to increase
engagement even if there is no monetary
attachment to the rewards. This taps into
people’s desire to have rank and status among
others, particularly their social group.
Human touch
Content curators, support teams, and
community managers, or the illusions of them,
can really make users feel special.
Reduce barriers
Lower the cost of using your app by addressing
bugs, usability, and points of confusion. Reduce
clicks required for workflows and simplify sign
ups.

Treehouse allows users to earn badges for taking tests

Social proof
There is a lot of satisfaction in posting content
and then getting a lot of “likes”-this is social
proof, and while it feels great to receive this
attention on our own content, seeing what
other content is also popular with other users
increases the interest level of users browsing
this content. This can be in the form of “likes”
of shares or reviews.

Users really seem to love the Rick
and Morty blu-ray on Amazon,
with 695 reviews and an average
score of 5 stars.

https://www.smashingmagazine.com/2012/04/gamification-ux-users-win-lose/ | https://www.usertesting.com/blog/2015/05/12/6psychological-triggers-that-make-ux-design-persuasive/
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Albums and Trips

A

This postcard from the
Phillipines shouldn't
be here in my New
Orleans trip.. Now
how can I remove it?

Trip Postcards

Deleting postcards from a trip

A.
EDIT only
lets me
delete the
entire trip.

A.

A

If a user wishes to remove a
postcard from a trip, there is no
obvious way to do this. Only by
hovering over a card for a few
seconds does a delete function
display, and it requires the user to
grab the card and drag it to the
bottom of the screen.

Provide a more obvious means to
allow users to remove postcards
from a trip that does not require
hover, an action that is not common
on touch devices. A persistent
delete icon on each postcard or an
option to Edit Postcards within the
EDIT panel can be added.
Alternatively, a side swipe delete
action can be implemented.
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Trips

Adding new postcards

A.

A.

A

A

From within a trip, clicking the
Add a Postcard link only allows
the user to add a postcard that
has been previously added to an
album.

The current process of adding
postcards to trips is that the user
must have already added the
postcard to an existing album. If a
user wants to add a new postcard
that they have not saved as of yet,
there is no mechanism to do this
from within a trip. Add the search
functionality to the Add Postcard
screen with Trips to allow users to
search for, find, and add a postcard
directly to a trip without having to
add it to an album first.
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A

Postcards

SAVE icon same as Add

A.

A.

The icon for the functionality to
save an existing postcard to an
album or trip is a + sign, the same
icon as the icon for the add
functionality that allows users to
add new content to the P+T app.

Use distinct icons to reduce user
confusion. A common icon to signify
saving an item is a down arrow
pointing to a tray.

A
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User profile

A

Profile

Preferences

A.

There is a + icon to the right of the
user name that when clicked
displays a row of icons that do not
appear clickable. Only after
digging through the options in the
Edit panel for the profile was the
Preferences section found and
the icons related back to this
section.

A
A
A.

Empty states should provide
instructions for users on how to add
content. Change the icon to one
that is not already in use or use
text, and add instructions on adding
preferences along with an easy way
to complete the action.

https://techcrunch.com/2015/11/22/the-most-overlooked-aspect-of-ux-design-could-be-the-most-important/
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Examples: Empty States

Empty states are most effective when they explain what should be in the area and how the user can add
content to the area. This is a great way to provide in-context instructions.
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Exciting Stuff

Postcard & Tag

Excellent user interface

Effective use of a limited palette for highest
impact
The restraint used in having one primary color
really adds a level of sophistication to the app.
Consistent icon system
The thin outline style of the apps works well with
the limited palette and the icons used are clean
and easy to understand.
Modern design
The use of cards as the main content element is
on trend and works quite well for the particular
type of content within the app.
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Sign Up

Quick + Easy
The ability to sign on with Facebook
makes the whole sign-up process dead
simple. It is a safe bet that the majority
of the target audience (hip, digital
enthusiast millennials) will have
Facebook profiles. Making this first step
as easy as can be sets a positive tone for
the users experience with the app.
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Branding and UI Review

Overall Look and Feel
Design

Look and Feel
Overall the look and feel of the app is light, fun
and charming. The slightly muted red draws in
attention, adds a passionate energy but is
balanced by good use of white space.
Icons
The thin and simple icons used for nav and search
items is clean and simple. It allows the focus to
stay on the cards
Tutorial Screens
The friendly hand drawn icon that overlays the
actual icon with the fun font is a great way to add
more visual interest and keep the design friendly.
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Fonts

Legibility and Design

Use of differing fonts
The use of differing fonts as simply heading text
adds a fun and unique way to draw attention.
One thing to consider is darkening, lightening or
adding photo overlays to ensure legibility. Try to
steer clear of sacrificing legibility for design.

A.

A

Cards like Queenstown,
Phnom Penh with already low
legibility fonts would benefit
from either a darker photo
overlay to increase contrast
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Tags

Styling

Eliminate any unnecessary elements
P&T has a lot of information that needs to be
communicated quickly and easily to the user. In
order to keep this streamline keep all tags, extra
elements extremely streamlined. Eliminate extra
boxes if not needed

A.

A

A third small box following useful tags
is distracting and looks like a mistake.
Unless there is a specific reason for it
to appear, removing it would make the
experience much more clean
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External Links
Contact Us

Inconsistent brand feel
The P&T App has an extremely fun look & feel
which unfortunately doesn’t translate in the
contact us form following the “Locals Wanted”
header on the main page.

A.

Headings are all red in the app and
should follow the same structure.

B.

Submit button should be red (currently
it is grey)

C.

Can the form overlay a visual
background to make it more engaging?
(e.g. background represented in the
blog with the form on top so colour just
peeks through?)

A
B

C
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Post title cards
Card orientation

Heading card
In each subcategory there appears to be a
heading card. In this example Budget Boutique is
being showcased. On first glance it looks like a
unique card but it doesn’t click. May want to
consider it being a horizontal card so it makes it
clear that people are in the “Budget Boutique”
section. And it makes it very visually impactful.

A.

A

Make the card shorter and extend all
the way across so it’s clear it’s a
heading card and not a card you can’t
click into.
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Secondary buttons
Colour

Random colour
When clicking into the “Find Friends” section the
introduction of a green button colour feels
awkward. The green is very overpowering but
more importantly does not appear anywhere else
on the app.

A.

A
A
a

If there is no strategy behind the green,
the fuschia may be a better option as it
matches the current app and it appears
in multiple other locations as a call to
action button
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Inconsistent Buttons & Fields
Styling

A
B
A.

The facebook button is filled in and
blue where it is white across the app.
For consistency may want to opt for
the same treatment

B.

Field is unclear. If there isn’t enough
space a symbol would be better as right
now it doesn’t provide any value due to
lack of clarity
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Further Review & Testing
Additional testing will be needed for some complex flows.

UX Review:
The following areas will need a deeper UX Review.
1.

Only the iOS app was thoroughly tested in this review. UX reviews of the Android app and the
webapp should also be reviewed to ensure a smooth user experience on all touch points.

User Testing
The following key areas should be tested with your users to better understand their behaviors and
test your assumptions.
1.

The whole user journey should be tested with live users to uncover real-time issues and get
candid feedback. This should be a scripted test that captures the user’s screen and
commentary.

The consultants at GobySavvy has expertise in these areas and can assist you with
accomplishing your business goals.
Please see the next page for further details.
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Follow-Up Services
We offer additional services for our clients who need follow-up work. Contact ryano@gobysavvy.com

Discount User Testing
For all of our clients who purchase a UX Review, we offer discount user testing services. We will
present 4-6 questions of your choice to users, with a 36 hour maximum turnaround. Currently this
testing is only available for live websites and web apps.
1.
2.
3.

10 users - $75
25 users - $150
50 users - $215

Wireframes, Prototypes, Flow Charts & Usability Testing
If you would like to engage in a long-term relationship with an expert, let us know. Our experts have
experience in all fields of User Experience Research and Design. For laboratory usability testing, we
can refer you to an established institution in California.
Development Work
Should you need follow-up development work, let us know. We can recommend development teams
based on your needs.
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